
Apollo—American Alsatian (ShenaniganxBoss) 

Service Dog—Distance Learning Program 

Direwolf Guardians 

The few things that you have to be concerned with for the next month or two is  

1. Teaching Apollo to generalize. Generalizing is when an animal learns that after a behavior is established, it should also 

occur in all other environments, with everyone. 

There is no better way to do this than practice practice practice.   In the cold, in the heat, on rugs, , on stairs, on picnic tables, 

in front of family, in front of stores, in back of the garbage can, with strangers with loved ones.  There’s no better way to ruin 

generalization than to NOT follow through with your command. In the beginning, if you have the thought that you may not 

have the opportunity to MAKE the dog perform what you asked—then don’t ask. As soon as they learn the command is not 

necessary in a particular situation, they will look for which “other” situations is it not necessary. 

2. CHAINING—stringing two or more commands together to elicit one smooth behavior. For example asking your dog to SIT 

& STAY, is chaining, They are two commands to perform one action– remaining in position. 

3. Hand signals: Make sure each command is paired with a hand signal that can be easily made and transferred between 

family members.   Make your vocal commands secondary.   Don’t even use them if YOU can do without them. The dog will 

do without vocal just fine, it’s the people that need to say something. 

The BASIC 5 for beginning Service dog training. 

1. MOST IMPORTANT—”Touch” or “Look” - this is teaching the animal to focus its attention AND body on one specific 

thing, when asked to do so, and for as long as possible. 

2.  SIT—hopefully we all know what this is 

3.  “DOWN” laying down, NOT in a sphynx position, (unless that is how the dog is most comfortable), and the intention is 

always that the dog will be on the floor for an extended period of time. Nothing should chain the DOWN command ex-

cept “STAY”.  This command must also never be pre-chained with “SIT”.   

4. STAY—2nd most important.    STAY is different than WAIT. STAY means remain in the position I told you, without mov-

ing, until I release you. WAIT—means hang out here for a second while I do something that doesn’t concern you. The 

dog can shift, change positions, be slightly unfocused; because they are “waiting”.  

5. UP and UNDER—Up is easy and we pretty much all know how to make a dog jump UP o something. UNDER is more diffi-

cult, as the dog has to solve the problem of how to get it’s own body to fit under something. This is one that should be 

very game like and loose until he is almost full grown, as the problem (his body) will change it’s solution  (getting it un-

der there) will change as he grows. 

Off leash Recall— Coming to you, ALL THE WAY to you, not just your general area, every time you call. 



Although this program is tailored for Apollo, these basic Five commands and off-leash recall are tweaked some from basic 

obedience commands and training techniques.   It is highly contingent on Classical Conditioning.  There is a wealth of infor-

mation in print on internet about his subject.   The type of service you are requesting Apollo to perform is tightly interwoven 

with his intuition and willingness to be bold and steady in a frantic situation.   For these basic Five, Corrections may deter his 

willingness to share his talent, if he has any, and I feel strongly that the “wait it out or drop it” method is the best way to go 

for Apollo. This means YOU will simply wait until he performs what you asked of him. Don’t ask again unless you are not sure 

if he understood you body language or hand signal.  This takes patience on your part. LOTS of it. If he doesn’t do it, he doesn’t 

get what he wants—PERIOD.  Reward goes away. The reward could be you. If he wants petting and won’t “SIT”. You remove 

yourself. Fold your arms, turn your head and eyes away and drop your expression. Hide the treat or toy. Try again in a few 

minutes, and go back to being light hearted.   This is as far as the negative behavior on your part should go.  

*The exception is mentioned later in notes for “STAY”. 

 

A few words  about treats: 

You will have to do some math and break up Apollo’s meals somewhat for all the treating you will be doing during the training 

sessions.  This can wreak havock on housebreaking and his metabolism as well.  If you can actually use up to half of his meal 

as the reward food, it would keep him from bouncing his sugar levels around. One of my favorite tricks is high quality kibble 

that has been soaked in water that you have boiled ht dogs in. Absolutely nothing transfers from the hot dog except the odor.  

(It’s a bit sloppy though) 

 

Growth Phases and Intellectual advancement of the American Alsatian: 

The unique companion temperament of these dogs has very predictable growth stages of intellectual development.  We have 

found a trend in the more sensitive and intuitive AA’s, that have a “fear stage” that they go through generally between four 

and six months, in which they appear to have become afraid of everything and lose confidence at previously solid situations.  

It is important to recognize this stage and to not treat it as an anxiety or “being shy”.   You must use this opportunity to show 

Apollo that you have his back and you won’t let the scary thing get him as long as he deals with it in a calm fasion.  During this 

period, if he loses confidence and shows discomfort, remove him if possible or comfort him.  Once he passes this stage, you 

can socialize and desensitize him to scary things, in the fasion most trainers will recommend for a dog his age. But unfortu-

nately, we have experience and occasion to see the sensitive American Alsatian lose confidence permanently when forced 

into accepting scary and uncomfortable situations (like traffic or paper bags, a puddle, leaves and the scariest ……...garbage 

bins....oooooo….).  Please note this and comment to me any signals you suspect that he has entered this stage. 

 

MY BEST TIP FOR APOLLO’S TRAINING SUCCESS 

The very best way to make these commands precise and permanent, is to make sure and vary your rewards.   At first, you will 

MARK and treat every time you are teaching him the association.  Then you will be able to MARK and sometimes treat? Some-

times not?  Eventually, just a MARK will suffice as a reward, and ultimately, the dog is trained and the behavior becomes self –

rewarding because you’ve re-wired his brain to be conditioned to do so. 

But in the beginning stages, lesson treats can range from ACTUAL hotdog pieces to kibble in hotdog water, from ACTUAL 

SALMON to salmon flavored treats?    Sometimes just one and sometimes just toss a handful on the floor.  

YES! A whole handful! (But make sure and release as you do)  



“LOOK” and “TOUCH”. 

Apollo’s first “trick”, and the many other tasks  and functions to follow will be based on the foundation of these behaviors. 

What we are looking to do is establish a point for Apollo to focus on when asked to do so.   “LOOK” will vary from touch in it’s 

function but not in the procedure. Both use MARKING and both use classical conditioning that the American Alsatian wil pick 

up in very few repetitions. 

To teach “LOOK” (and commands are always variable, some people prefer “WATCH ME”) - CHARGE your MARK by click and 

treat a few times, or a game with a favorite toy.   Then start  your lesson by holding out a treat at arms length. (or toy).  Give 

the command “LOOK” , and after about 5-10 seconds, pup will look at you. The EXACT moment he does, click and treat  or 

MARK with “yes!” and pop the treat in his mouth.  Do this about 10-20 times until it seems automatic.  TIMING IS EVERYTHING 

so it is important that you pay attention and as soon as you see his eyes start to swing toward you get ready to MARK. Direct 

eye contact is preferred, but a glance at your face will do. Eventually pup will make eye contact. Don’t push for prolonged star-

ing or anything. MARK and reward as soon as his eyes hit your face.   And as always PRAISE PRAISE PRAISE. 

Considerations: For now, only one person should perform this training. Eventually, Haley will ask Apollo to make eye contact 

with her and YOU will mark that behavior, she will reward. This is an entirely different association and shaping we will be doing, 

so it is important that this action not get mistakenly made some how.   Just get his eyes on the person charging, marking and 

rewarding. 

 

“TOUCH” 

Begin this training with the same classical conditioning you gave to “LOOK”. Charge Apollo with treats. If he is not food moti-

vated, this lesson often runs on love and praise, so don’t worry too much. However, toys cannot be used for this lesson, as 

touch will eventually move into manipulating objects with his mouth. 

Get a few index cards and some wax or pencil crayons (less offensive to sensitive nose than markers. Draw a solid black circle 

in the middle of the index card.    This is your TARGET—it will be the object you want Apollo to “bump” with his nose.  

Marinate this index card with a piece of hot dog, smoosh up a favorite treat on it, get creative, but don’t destroy the quality of 

your target in the process! 

Hold Index card out, a few inches from his nose. As he gets a whiff of the card, say “Touch!” and lightly bump the circle to his 

nose, and MARK the moment it hits his nose. Repeat this staying about a foot away from him, as many times as necessary for 

you to see he is going straight for the card when you hold it up.  

At this point start moving the card further and further away, slowly in both directions, up and down, until he can Generalize 

this command with precision.    

You will go through quite a few index cards, and his motivation for this game will ebb and flow with his growth stages. Always 

remain patient with this lesson, and if he isn’t into it, quickly end by just bumping it to his nose, so he can end the lesson suc-

cessfully and try another time. 

TIMING IS EVERYTHING 

A crucial part of a dog’s learning process happens just seconds after  the behavior is performed.   

The two vocabulary words to learn today are  

MARKING— attaching a sound (a “click” from the clicker or a word such as YES!) to an unconditioned response (a tasty treat), 

proceeding any particular behaviors you are attempting to elicit. 

CHARGING– forming an association between a sound (click or a word such as yes!) with a reward (tasty treat, toy, petting, - 

whatever your dog “wants” or is motivated by, at the time. 



 

Lessons involving a “SIT” - should always be taught at the the handler’s SIDE.   Teaching from any other position is good 

enough for pets and well behaved canine friends, but the service dog routinely has gear to manage, and the handler will al-

ways be moving around while the Service Dog “Anchors” “Guides” provide DPT or which ever staying still type behavior will be 

needed.  This will mostly begin with the dog at a “sit” by the handlers side. 

“DOWN” , as mentioned earlier, is not a chained command.  The best methos I have found to teach a good solid down, is to 

simply have your clicker handy, and watch for your dog to lay down on his own. As soon as HIS ELBOWS hit the ground say 

DOWN and click (timing s everything). You can be across the room and have a treat handy to toss to him, and he can even get 

up if it bounces away, but very soon he’ll be laying down checking to see if you are watching. When you see this happen 

(usually just a day or two for an AA), you can start asking for a down at random times. Remember: don’t chain and generalize 

this as much as possible. If you trust other family members with the timing of the MARK, - the more the merrier with this one. 

 

STAY AND WAIT—I can’t emphasize this enough: You can’t move on in your training until your STAY is rock solid. 

I don’t care if bullets are flying or fire engines are screaming by, if I tell a dog to STAY, I accept no other action.  This is the atti-

tude I approach this lesson with, and very often, the seriousness of it is enough.   But if the dog feels they need to “flinch: out 

the position I put them in, I WILL say “NO> WRONG. The “eh!eh! Sound, what have you. I will correct and it will be with swift 

action move the dog back into place and start over.    This is the only lesson up until now that should take “corrections”. Every-

thing else is reward only.  In his puppy-hood, we will not be correcting this foundation behaviors; rather REMOVING something 

he “wants”, ONLY. Except this one. STAY is very serious and may save several lives one day, so don’t accept anything else be-

sides the STAY you want.  

Now, once you achieve that STAY, at ever increasing distances and positions and lengths of time, you absolutely MUST let the 

dog know it is performing the behavior you want, the whole time he is doing it. You can always MARK every few seconds, and 

encouraging words of praise should flow throughout the whole time you are having him hold that STAY.   Release and provide 

a generous reward and praise. 

Considerations: The STAY business is very hard for dogs. They LIKE  it very much. The concentration and mental stamina it takes 

to do this is quite intense. Occasionally, the RELEASE can become explosive, like a pressure cooker releasing.  Avoid this by 

providing the generous reward in a treat dispensing toy, so he can diffuse that energy into the toy. 

It is best to have this lesson trained by someone who can “be” as serious about it as is necessary, and only those people. If you 

do not trust the command”er” to follow through with the corrections necessary, and with the correct timing, instruct those 

people to ask Apollo to: 

“WAIT” 

Wait is a much less serious command, and can be taught by lots of people in lots of different situations, with classical condi-

tioning only.    You will use “Wait” in situations where you want Apollo to remain by your side, but are not in need of his direct 

assistance at the moment. Such as at store check-outs, pushing the “walk” signal at a cross walk, getting your shoes on, taking 

your shoes off.  This command  is the only one that you can chain, following a “Sit” or “Down.”  

You will use WAIT instead of STAY to wait for his meal to be served, going in or out of the door, being leashed, and ANY OTHER 

SITUATION WHERE SOMETHING ELSE IS SURE TO FOLLOW.   A STAY will always be followed by release in these Service Dog 

foundations. WAIT will always be followed by something else. It is important that Apollo know the difference. 


